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QUESTION: 35
Scenario No: 1
Avaya has set up a branch office in an emerging market in South Asia. The company
engages a channel partner ("Partner" or "Channel Partner") who has contacts within the
government to promote and sell its products and services in the above market. In
connection with the above, the Partner pays two (2) government officials S250 each. The
Partner takes the position that these payments were not made to secure any government
business but rather to build relationships to position Avaya's business in the market. Is the
Partner potentially in breach of anti-bribery/anti- corruption laws and regulations and
Avaya's Anti-Bribery/Anti-Corruption polky?

A. Yes, because anti-bribery/anti-corruption statutes and Avaya policy prohibit the
improper influencing of a foreign public official to secure business from any source
B. No, because the Partner didn't actually solicit any business for Avaya and the dollar
value of the payment is relatively small

Answer: A

QUESTION: 36
The Avaya Aura0 Suite Licensing offers a flexible ordering approach to address solution
oriented options for Avaya Aura* customers. Three UC feature suites are offered,
replacing multiple individual licenses for UC features with simplified "bundles" that
incorporate the majority of customer requirements and make it easy for any enterprise to
move to video and mobile collaboration. Which two of the following will include
licensing for Avaya Aura® Messaging? (Choose two.)

A. Collaboration Suite
B. Standard licensing
C. Mobility Suite
D. Foundation Suite

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 37
You have a customer who is aware of employees relying more on personal communication
devices than the desk phones and DID service the customer has invested in. They are
interested in supporting a bring your own device (BYOD) strategy that allows employees
to use their devices and protect corporate resources and workflow. What are two
statements about the Avaya Messaging Service (AMS) that might be of interest to the
customer? (Choose two.)

A. A customer deployment requires that a local Avaya Messaging Service Enterprise
Server be installed on the customers premise.
B. With AMS the employees can continue to use devices of their choice but still I
communicate via their corporate identify and do not have to share their personal mobile
numbers with colleagues or external parties
C. The Avaya Messaging Service empowers desktop Direct Inward Dial (DID) numbers
with ability to send and receive IP based Instant Messages, traditional voice mail as well
as carrier-based SMS.
D. The Avaya Messaging Service empowers desktop Direct Inward Dial (DID) numbers
with ability to send and receive IP based Instant Messages as well as carrier-based SMS.

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 38
Essential or Preferred Support Advantage co-delivery offers are available for which of
these IP Office in a branch deployments?

A. Standalone deployment
B. Distributed deployment
C. Centralized deployment
D. Mixed deployment

Answer: A
Reference:
https://downloads.avaya.com/css/P8/documents/101004861

QUESTION: 39
You are in discussions with an Avaya customer who has expressed interest in customizing
the interactions of their call centers. You have mentioned that the Avaya Aura8
Collaboration Environment is a secure, cost-efficient development platform. What are two
additional statements that you might share with the customer? (Choose two.)

A. Avaya Aura* Collaboration Environment is a closed development environment
B. Avaya Aura* Collaboration Environment requires extensive communications
development skills that Avaya Professional Services can provide
C. Avaya Aura* Collaboration Environment does NOT require prior communications
development skills
D. Avaya Aura* Collaboration Environment integrates Unified Communications and
contact center resources with business applications and workflows

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 40
Avaya Aura® 6.2 FP 3 introduced improvements including flexibility in hardware needed
for virtualization. Using a Capacity Calculator tool, the Avaya Aura" Virtualized
Environment (VE) resource requirements can be sized more flexibly. What two things can
be said about the Virtualized Environment Flexible Footprint? (Choose two.)

A. The Virtualized Environment Flexible Footprint can include non-Avaya components
based on user need and application parity
B. The Virtualized Environment Flexible Footprint offers a more flexible and less costly
virtualized environment for the Avaya Aura* applications.
C. The Virtualized Environment Flexible Footprint gives customers great choice in which
servers they deploy based on users and applications.
D. The Virtualized Environment Flexible Footprint can be implemented retroactively
saving valuable implementation time

Answer: B, D
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